Dan’s the man

ET wins top innovation award
A TALENTED Engineering Technician
has been awarded the Herbert Lott
Innovation and Invention Award for
pioneering a ground-breaking mapping
system on-board HMS Queen Elizabeth.

Ski sundae results in
plenty of charity cash
A GROUP of Royal Navy skiers
have completed a gruelling
24-hour world record attempt
in order to raise money for the
RNRMC.
The team took to the
Gloucester Dry Ski Slope on
with the aim of skiing from
5pm to 5pm the next day. The
distance that the group aimed to
ski would break the world record
for distance skied on an artificial
slope.
Despite initial problems with
the ski slope’s drag lift, the Royal
Navy skiers got off to a flying
start.
Supported on their first leg by
Paralympic skier Millie Knight
and her guide, Royal Marine
Brett Wild, the team were given
encouragement as they carved
into the night.
Supplied with coffee and food
throughout by the Gloucester Ski
Centre, the team pushed through
until morning without stopping.
Leading up to the finish line,
the ski slope played host to a
number of spectators, local news
stations and the famous faces
of Eddie ‘The Eagle’ Edwards
and Gloucester rugby stars Ben
Morgan and Lloyd Evans.
Individual skier Phil Fordham
managed to smash the individual
record for distance skied on a

dry-slope followed by his fellow
skiers; LAET Tom Horst,
CPOPTI Sarah Colclough,
LNN Laura Davis, LNN Laura
Martin, Lt Imogen Reily, Lt
Marion Taylor and CPL Elliot
Underwood.
LAET Tom Horst said: “I
think we all knew it was going to
be difficult. The worst part was
going up on the button lift. Each
lap was two-and-a-half minutes
on the lift which added up to
approximately 13hrs.
“That was the worst bit,
topped up with rain in the early
hours. More rain followed in
the morning which meant most
people had boots full of water for
eight hours.”
However, despite the event
being difficult, the team were
proud of the effort put in. LAET
Horst said:
“There is a huge sense of
satisfaction amongst the team.
Everyone can hold their heads up
high in what was a monumental
effort. Ultimately, it was about
making money for the RNRMC
we are pleased to have achieved.”
After 24 hours of skiing the
team finished their challenge,
falling just short of the Guinness
World Record. However, the
team managed to raise over
£1,500 for the RNRMC.

ET WE Daniel Gibbs received the award after
creating an advanced network monitoring and
defect identification capability which allows
Network Group and duty weapon engineers
to identify real-time issues with the Internal
Network Electronic Infrastructure.
Created in 1930, the Herbert Lott Naval
Trust Fund was established in order to
recognise those in the Naval Service who
have significantly improved the way in which
the Naval and Royal Marines forces operate.
Now administered by the RNRMC, the
funding of the award is distributed throughout
the year to outstanding members of the Fleet.
The enhancement made to HMS Queen
Elizabeth will enable the UK’s largest warship
to better monitor the Network Management
System (NMS), which controls more than 900
network devices aboard the ship.
In using his initiative to build a simple user
interface for the NMS, ET Gibbs created a
system that will rapidly identify network issues
and improve the functionality of the carrier.
Senior Weapons Engineer Lt Cdr Simon
Blois said: “ET Gibbs thoroughly deserves
his Herbert Lott award. His enduring
contribution towards HMS Queen Elizabeth
and the establishment of a user-friendly way

of monitoring the network infrastructure is
entirely unique.
“He stands out as an excellent example to
all our engineering technicians within the ship
and the Royal Navy.”
CPO Matt Whitehead, the Networks Group
Head, was equally effusive, saying: “ET
Gibbs has created a vital tool that will be
utilised across both the Queen Elizabeth-class
carriers, ensuring a lasting legacy which will
endure.”
Over the last ten years, the RNRMC has
allocated the award’s prize money to a number
of adept Service people.
Past winners of the Herbert Lott award
have been recognised for a number of
achievements, including the compilation of
HMS Dragon’s Duty Watch roster, a Personnel
Management Information Exploitation Project
and the creation of a three-fold leaflet that
increased the aviation community’s awareness
to flight safety at Plymouth.
ET Gibbs said: “I am proud to have been
able to work on the Navy’s most advanced
warship during her build phase and make a
lasting contribution to the nation’s flagship.”
“Contributing by making use of my IT skills,
while working alongside industry partners and
balancing my day to day commitments as
a WE has been a difficult but an extremely
rewarding challenge.”
To nominate a member of the Naval Service
for the Herbert Lott Award, contact mygrant@
rnrmc.org.uk

Cheers for the cakes
PERSONNEL at RNAS Culdrose
swapped helicopters for mixing
bowls to raise money for local
charities.
824 NAS hosted a Bake-Offstyle event, followed by a cake and
coffee morning.
Driving force behind the event
was CPO(ACMN) Shona Smith,
who said: “The morning was a
great success and it was brilliant
fun raising money for Heidi’s
Quest and the RNRMC.”
The cakes were judged by Oli
Kiss and Chloe Crimmen from
the Slice of Cornwall tea room.
Among the creations was a
beer cake by PO(ACMN) Jamie
Strachan, pictured left, which won
second place.

Riders
raising
funds
RECORD numbers of
spectators turned out to witness
the historic Edinburgh Riding of
the Marches.
The ride saw approximately
25,000 people lining the cobbled
Edinburgh streets to witness
more than 280 horses traversing
the Royal Mile.
The yearly ride is a
spectacular re-enactment of the
return of the Captain of the
Trained Band to Edinburgh,
following the news of defeat at
the battle of Flodden in 1513.
Having returned in 2009
after a break of more than 60
years, the Riding of the Marches
has already become one of
Edinburgh’s most colourful
annual events.
Each year, the elected
Edinburgh Captain and Lass
lead the horses and their riders
up the Royal Mile and on
towards Mercat Cross, before
returning the city flag to the
Lord Provost.
As the official charity partner
of the ride, the RNRMC were
present throughout the day,
showing their support for the
riders while raising money
for sailors, marines and their
families.
With committed volunteers
lining the city’s streets collecting
donations and a successful
dinner auction in the evening,
the event raised over £3,000.

Officer marks retirement with 5,500-mile trek

l Cdr Allen with husband Frank beside HMS Victory

A COMMANDER with the Royal Naval
Reserve has chosen to spend the first year
of her retirement taking on a gruelling
5,500-mile charity walk around mainland
Britain’s coastline.
Cdr Jane Allen, who is soon to end a
37-year career, marked the beginning of
her Victory Walk outside Admiral Nelson’s
flagship, HMS Victory, in Portsmouth.
Travelling anti-clockwise around the
coastline, Jane started the first leg of her
solo long-distance walk in Portsmouth and
will continue around mainland UK.
The Victory Walk will continue
throughout 2017 and 2018, aiming to raise
money for the RNRMC and the Women’s
Royal Naval Service Benevolent Trust.
Cdr Allen joined the Service when the
Women’s Royal Naval Service was separate
from the Royal Navy, so the WRNS BT
was a charity that also had an obvious
affinity with her.

Wishing Jane well on behalf of WRNS
BT, Cdr Andrea Crook said: “Commander
Jane Allen is a long time supporter of the
WRNS Benevolent Trust and has also
been a key player in ensuring the success
of WRNS100, a project which this year is
marking 100 years since the formation of
the Women’s Royal Naval Service in 1917.
“The members of the Trust will be
closely monitoring her progress around the
UK and we all wish her every success in
this ambitious project.”
Cdr Allen, who is supported by her
husband, former Royal Marine, Frank, will
aim to complete the challenge and return
to Portsmouth by October next year. The
final leg will see Jane return to do her final
miles around Portsmouth and finish at
HMS Victory.
Cdr Allen said: “Having had a long Naval
Service and being closely involved with the
WRNS100 centenary year, selecting the

RNRMC and WRNS BT charities was the
obvious choice. Between us, Frank and I,
have almost 70 years’ service in the Royal
Navy and Royal Marines, from Aden to
Afghanistan. The Victory walk seemed a
good way of marking the end of my career,
taking on a year’s challenge and ‘giving
back’.”
Second Sea Lord Vice Admiral
Jonathan Woodcock said: “I’d like to
wish Commander Jane Allen the best of
luck with her coastal walk for the Royal
Navy and Royal Marines Charity. As she
prepares to retire from the Royal Naval
Reserve, Jane is bravely throwing herself in
at the deep end again to raise money for
the principal charity of the Royal Navy and
the WRNS Benevolent Trust.”
To support Cdr Allen on her challenge,
visit http://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/
victorywalk17-18.
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